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You just knew it was going to be one of those days. It’s
hard to live a stressfree life. But too much
stress isn’t good for your health or happiness.
Over time, it may cause you to lose sleep, have
headaches or be depressed. It can make you
irritable and angry. And it can raise your risk
for serious illness, such as high blood pressure
and heart disease.
Article taken from the FTC Consumer Information

If you have a cell phone, you probably use it dozens of times a day
to text people you know. But have
you ever gotten a text message
from an unknown sender? It could
be a scammer trying to steal your
personal information. Find out
what you can do about unwanted
text messages and how to report
them.

The scammers use a variety of
ever-changing stories to try to rope
you in. They may promise free
prizes, gift cards, or coupons.
They could offer you a low or no interest credit card. They can also
promise to help you pay off your
student loans.

Scammers also send fake messages that say they have some inScammers send fake text mes- formation about your account or a
sages to trick you into giving transaction. The scammers may
them your personal information. say they’ve noticed some suspiThings like your password, ac- cious activity on your account.
count number, or Social Security Claim there’s a problem with your
number. If they get that informa- payment information. They’ll send
tion, they could gain access to a fake package delivery notificayour email, bank, or other ac- tion, or send a fake invoice for
counts. Or they could sell your in- merchandise you haven’t purformation to other scammers.
chased.

without you realizing it.
WHAT TO DO ABOUT SPAM
TEXT MESSAGES
If you get a text message that you
weren’t expecting and it asks you
to give some personal information,
don’t click on any links. Legitimate companies won’t ask for information about your account by
text. If you think the message
might be real, contact the company using a phone number or
website you know is real. Not the
information in the text message.

There are many ways you can filter unwanted text messages or
stop them before they reach you.
Your cell phone may have an option to filter and block messages
from unknown senders or spam.
The message might ask Your wireless provider may have a
you to give some per- tool or service that lets you block
sonal information like calls and text messages. Some
how much money you call-blocking apps also let you
make, or how much block unwanted text messages.
money you owe, or any You can also research for apps onother personal informa- line. Check out the features, user
tion. They may tell you to ratings, and expert reviews.
click on a link to learn
more about the issue. HOW TO REPORT SPAM TEXT
Some links may take you MESSAGES
to a spoofed website that If you get an unwanted text meslooks real but isn’t. If you sage, there are three ways to relog in, the scammers can port it. Report it on the messaging
then send steal your user app you use. Look for the option to
name and password. report junk or spam. Copy the
Other messages may in- message and forward it to 7726
stall harmful malware on (SPAM).
your phone that steals Report it to the Federal Trade
your personal information Commission at ftc.gov/complaint.
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Nurture your body. Do you tend to head
to the couch with your tablet or TV remote after
a hectic day? Opt for a walk  even for 10 minutes
 instead. Exercise releases moodlifting endor
phins. Eating nutritious foods, getting enough
sleep, and avoiding alcohol and too much caf
feine are other healthy ways to cope with stress.

4

If stress is a constant

companion these days, give the following six
stressbusters a try:

1 Ask yourself, “Am I taking on too much?” Often, stress

comes from dueling demands on your time. So if family or
work responsibilities are spilling off your plate, decide
which tasks must get done now and which ones can wait.
Be honest with yourself and others: You can politely say no
to a new request if you have more than you can handle.

2

Take charge when you can. It’s important to realize
that you can’t control all the stressors in your life. Identify
the ones you can, and focus on changing them. If you’re
prone to procrastination, for instance, break big projects
into smaller tasks. If talking to a relative makes you tense,
limit how much and how often you talk.

Bring on the calm. Develop a list of goto
strategies for relieving stress when it strikes. Fraz
zled by a deadline? Close your eyes and sit quietly
for a few minutes. Stuck in traffic? Turn on upbeat music
to tune out the tension. Exhausted after a long day at
work? Take a warm shower to help ease tense muscles.

5

Recharge your sense of joy. Even if your schedule
seems maxedout, try to squeeze in time for activities you
enjoy. Maybe that’s working on a hobby, seeing a movie
or having dinner with a friend.

6

Tell a good listener. Everyone has a bad day, and it
may help to talk about yours with loved ones or trusted
friends. You’ll face the next day a bit stronger with their
love and support.

SUDOKU
The rules to play Sudoku are quite simple. Fill in the blanks so that each row, each column, and each of the nine 3x3 grids contain
one instance of each of the numbers 1 through 9.
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Dementia & Alzheimer’s

Have you been
worried about your
driving?

Have your family or friends expressed
concern? Changes in your health
affects your driving skills over time.
Don’t risk hurting yourself or others.
Talk with your doctor about any
con-cerns you may have about your
health and driving.

Stiff Joints and Muscles

As you age, your joints may get stiff,
and your muscles may weaken.
Arthri-tis, which is common among
older adults, might affect your
ability to drive. These changes
can make it harder to turn your
head to look back, turn the steering
wheel quickly, or brake safely.

Trouble Seeing

Your eyesight can change as you get
older as well. It might be harder to
see people, things, and movement
outside your direct line of sight. It may
take longer to read street or traffic
signs or even recognize familiar
places. At night, you may have trouble
seeing things clearly. Glare from
oncoming headlights or street lights
can be a problem. Depending on the
time of day, the sun might be blinding.
Eye diseases, such as glaucoma,
cataracts, and macular degeneration,
as well as some medications, can
also cause vision problems.

Trouble Hearing

As you get older, your hearing
can change, making it harder to
notice horn, sirens, or even noises
coming from your own car. Hearing
loss can be a problem because
these sounds warn you when you
may need to pull over to get out of
4the way.

In the very early stages of Alzheimer’s
disease or other types of dementia,
some people are able to keep driving.
But, as memory and decision-making
skills get worse, they need to stop
driving. People with dementia often
do not know they are having driving
problems. Family and friends need to
monitor the person’s driving ability
and take action as soon as they observe a potential problem, such as
forgetting how to find familiar places
like the grocery store or even their
home. Work with the doctor to let the
person know it’s no longer safe for
them to keep driving .

Slower Reaction Time
and Ref lexes

As you get older, your reflexes might
get slower, and you might not react as
quickly as you could in the past. You
might find that you have a shorter attention span, making it harder to do
two things at once. Stiff joints and
weak muscles also can make it harder
to move quickly. Loss of feeling or tingling in your fingers and feet can
make it difficult to steer or use the
foot pedals. Parkinson’s disease or
limitations following a stroke can
make it no longer safe to drive.

Medications Can
Affect Driving

Do you take any medications that can
make you feel drowsy, lightheaded, or
less alert than usual? Do medications
you take have a warning about driving? Many medications have side effects that can make driving unsafe.
Pay attention to how these drugs may
affect your driving.

Be a Safe Driver

Maybe you already know that driving
at night, on the highway, or in bad
weather is a problem for you. Some
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Aging

older drivers also have a problem
when yielding the right of way, turning
(especially making left turns), changing lanes, passing, and using expressway ramps.

Do You Have Concerns
About an Older Driver?Are

you worried about an older family
member or friend driving? Sometimes,
it can be hard for an older person to
realize that they are no longer a safe
driver. You might want to observe the
person’s driving skills. If it’s not possible to observe the older person
driving, look out for these warning
signs: multiple crashes, or near
misses; traffic tickets or warnings; increased car insurance premiums;
comments from neighbors or other
family members; anxiety about
driving at night, health issues and
recommendations from their doctor.
Talk with them about driving. Be
positive and supportive, but avoid
confrontation. Focus on safety by
discussing the driver’s skills, not their
age. Also discuss maintaining their independence by finding out about local
services to help someone who can no
longer drive. The Rice County
Council on Aging offers public
transportation for all ages and income
levels. Call us at 620.257.5153 for
more information.
Stay alert and be safe.

10 Unexpected Health Benefits
of Spring Cleaning
This season, "cleaning" is about
more than just tidying up your IT GETS YOU ACTIVE
house.
WITHOUT REALIZING IT
IT’S A PROVEN DE-STRESSER
More clutter means more stress. So it
shouldn’t be surprising that housework
can cut stress and anxiety by 20 percent,
according to a Scottish Health Survey.
However, you do need 20 minutes of
activity to get these effects. Using
lemonscented
cleaning products can help
you destress faster; studies
show this happy smell reduces
stress and leaves a positive
impression on others. So, clean
your house with real lemons
instead of citrusscented
chemicals.

IT HELPS YOU BREATHE BETTER

Indiana University researchers made a
surprising discovery about the correla
tion between physical activity and clean
liness: The cleaner the participants’
homes were, the more exercise they got.
Simply burning calories while cleaning is
one explanation for the find, but this re
lationship could be connected to selfreg
ulation, the ability to act in a way that
drives you toward your goals. If individu
als are motivated to take control of how
clean their homes are, they may be able
to use that drive in another area of their
lives, like physical fitness.

IT CAN MAKE YOU
MORE PRODUCTIVE AT
WORK

If you’re prone to allergies or asthma
Spring cleaning your office is
attacks
when
just as important as tidying
spring
rolls
up your house, especially if
around, don’t
the papers and folders cluttering your
assume pollen is
desk hinder your ability to work. A whop
the only culprit. Dust
ping 77 percent of working Americans
and pet dander are powerful asthma
surveyed by OfficeMax agreed that clut
triggers, especially in children, says
ter damages their productivity at work.
Jennifer McDonnell, MD, of Rush
Adding “Clean desk” as a calendar ap
University Medical Center.
pointment can help hold you account
able, but why not start now?

IT IMPROVES YOUR MOOD
A thorough house cleaning—and then
keeping it that way—is one mood boost
you’ll definitely want to make a habit. In
a study from the Personality and Social
Psychology Bulletin, women who de
scribed their homes as stressful, in par
ticular talking about clutter and
unfinished projects, were more likely to
have an increasingly depressed mood
throughout the day. That, in turn, led to
more fatigue after work. On the flip side,
women who described their homes as re
laxing (and less cluttered) became less
depressed as the day went on.

IT DRIFTS YOU OFF
TO SLEEP
Can’t sleep? Don’t reach
right for the sleeping pills
and try tidying up your
bedroom. People who make their beds
daily are 19 percent more likely to con
sistently sleep well, according to the Na
tional Sleep Foundation. A survey from
the organization also found that 75 per
cent of respondents slept better on clean
sheets because they were more comfort
able. Who knew doing laundry had such
added perks?

Claire Nowak, Updated: Apr. 04, 2021

IT INFLUENCES A HEALTHY DIET
As long as we’re talking about other ways
to spring clean our lives, let’s talk about
our diets. The idea of “clean eating” has
been circulating for a while, but did you
know a clean home could
help you eat cleaner—or at
least healthier? Researchers
at the University of Min
nesota found that individu
als placed in a clean, orderly room were
more likely to choose healthier snack op
tions than those in a disorderly room.

IT PREVENTS INJURIES
Having your kids clean up their toys every
day will prevent the pain of stepping on
a Lego, but young families aren’t the only
ones who can avoid injury with a clean
home. About one in four adults 65+ fall
each year, resulting in 2.8 million ER vis
its, according to the National Council on
Aging. The organization recommends
keeping walkways clear to prevent falls.
Help elderly loved ones clear old news
papers and other tripping hazards from
their floors.

IT COULD PREVENT SICKNESS
Spring cleaning gives you an excuse to
wash those spots you usually overlook in
your daily or weekly cleanups. For in
stance, small kitchen appliances can be
filled with old crumbs and oil splatters,
while washing machines can harbor mold
and bacteria from your dirty laundry.
Wash away food contamination; or run
vinegar and baking soda through a hot
laundry cycle to get rid of the germs hid
ing inside.

IT IMPROVES HEART HEALTH
A 15year Swedish study of 851
adults found that sitting for just half
an hour less every day reduced risk of
fatal cardiovascular disease by 24
percent. Even lowintensity activity
like household chores had the
hearthealthy benefits, so
you can feel good about
picking up your vacuum.
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Reaching the Vulnerable with
Supplemental Security Income

In the Garden

By Meghan Klaassen

If this past year deal‐

If you have access to and know how to use a computer,
you can apply for benefits on their website
ing with COVID has http://www.ssa.gov or access information about other
taught us nothing programs.
else, it has taught us
how to think outside the box in If you get Social Security benefits,
seeking resources and assistance. The RCCA has al‐ but have limited income and re‐
ways assisted the seniors of Rice County with their sources (belongings), you may
Medicare, Medicaid, and Social Security, along with qualify for Supplemental Security
other financial assistance programs, to make their Income (SSI). SSI comes from general
monthly income stretch farther. We assist anyone who revenues, not Social Security taxes. SSI makes
needs help, no matter their financial resources.
monthly payments to people who are age 65+ or who
are blind or disabled. They do not count some of your
During this past year, the Social Security Administration
income and some of your resources when they decide
has not accepted in‐person appointments. You have to
whether you are eligible for SSI. For example, your
call and schedule a phone appointment for Medicare, re‐
house and your car are not counted as resources.
tirement help, and disability benefits. These phone ap‐
pointments are booked several weeks in advance. If you
The RCCA can help with the application process for SSI
miss the phone appointment, you receive a letter noti‐
if you do not have access to a computer. Call our office
fying you of the missed appointment, and the process
at 620.257.5153 for information.
begins again.

GARDEN VEGGIE CHICKPEA
(GARBANZO Bean) SALAD SANDWICH
FOR THE SALAD:
· 15 oz can chickpeas/
garbanzo beans, drain/rinse
· 3 stalks green onion
· 2 stalks celery
· 1/4 c chop/shred carrots
· 1/4 c fine chopped red
bell pepper
· 1/4 c fine chopped dill pickle

·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

1/4 cup mayonnaise
1-2 tsp dijon mustard
1 tsp yellow mustard
1/8 tsp dried dill or fresh
1/8 tsp salt
1/8 tsp pepper
3 tbsp unsalted roasted
sunflower seeds
2 tbsp fresh chopped basil

JENN LAUGHLIN – PEAS AND CRAYONS

INSTRUCTIONS:
· Drain & rinse your chickpeas and add them to a large bowl.
Mash with a potato masher until texture appears flaked,
almost like tuna. You could also use a food processor and
skip the arm workout!
· Chop your green onion, celery, carrots, pepper, and pickles.
· Add to the bowl with your chickpeas, then add mayo, dijon,
yellow mustard, dill, salt, & pepper. Stir well to coat.
· Fold in sunflower seeds and basil to taste.
· Pile high on bread with all your sandwich fixings or enjoy as
a wrap, with crackers, on a salad, or simply dive into the bowl
spoon-first – anything goes!
RECIPE NOTES: The salad will be great for approx. four days in the refrigerator.

Great use for the Garbanzo Beans from Commodity Distribution!

ANNUAL
BUGS
BULBS
COMPOST
FERTILIZER
FLOWER FROST
GLOVES
GREENHOUSE
HOE
HOSE
PERENNIAL
PLANTING
POLLINATOR
RAKE
ROWS
SEEDLINGS
SEEDS SHOVEL
SPRINKLER
STAKES
SUNSHINE
TRANSPLANT
TRELLIS TWINE
WATER WEEDS
WHEELBARROW
WORMS
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